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TREVOR MORAN: I WANNA FLY
review by adam vossen

On September 30th, 17 year old singer and songwriter Trevor Moran released his new music video for his new 
single “I Wanna Fly”. This song is filled with deep meanings and emotions, and his voice is very unique and strong.

First let’s talk about the song. The song starts out slow, with the upbeat techno and the slow vocals, it contrasts greatly. 
The buildup to the chorus gets faster and faster until the chorus hits. The chorus begins with Trevor belting the words “I 
wanna fly,” which symbolizes how he wants to break out of his shell and embrace himself. Being a teen songwriter, a lot 
of teens can relate to his lyrics. “You know I’m gonna get there to that other side,” says Trevor in the song. By this he means 
he wants to step out of his comfort zone and get to where he wants to in life: past all the obstacles. The song ends with “On 
my way, on my way right now”, this must mean he is taking that step to get where he wants to be, and break out of his shell. 

Next is the music video. It starts off with a TV commercial claiming being different is dangerous, hence 
why Trevor gets taken away by futuristic soldiers. He gets taken to a cell where he runs into a tube with 
another guy, as apposed to with another girl, him and Trevor seem to be hitting it off (P.S. this is sort of like a 
coming out thing for him. Go Trevor!). He then gets taken away to another cell but it breaks and everyone 
runs free. Everyone except for Trevor escapes the building and thats where it cuts off. Suspenseful!

Overall I really feel this song and music video was a great choice for Trevor. This really sounded great and I’m super 
proud of him. Go Trevor!
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